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STREETSHOE FINISHER
Remove

Equipment

Remove Chewing Gum
and Tapes

Complete a Good 
General Clean

Please insure that all sports equipment, temporary sports tape lines, tables, 
chairs, scoreboards etc are removed from the sports floor surface and 
stored away in alternate areas before the arrival of Shoreline Sports Floor 
staff. Dividing curtains also need to be raised well above head height. Your 
facility maintenance has been carefully scheduled on a date that suits both 
parties and it is imperative that our trained staff are concentrating solely on 
the specialised maintenance of your asset during the nominated working 
day.

Large contaminates such as chewing gum, lollies, temporary sports tape adhesive 
marks, black scu� marks etc cannot be removed via rotary abrade, tack 
mopping or even an automatic chemical scrub. It is paramount that these 
foreign items are removed from the sports �oor in the days prior to the scheduled 
maintenance works. Heavy taint such as chewing gum should be removed by 
Facility Sta� with a paint scrapper and then any remaining contaminate wiped 
away with a rag soaked with Green Earth Velocity cleaner or a similar cleaning 
product. Black scu� marks should also be wiped away with a rag soaked with 
Green Earth Velocity. The removal of signi�cant surface taint by Facility Sta� prior 
to the arrival of Shoreline employees, will establish a platform that allows our 
trained sta� to create the ultimate outcome for your sports �oor system. 

Please complete a suitable sports floor surface clean on the afternoon 
before the scheduled maintenance works. A scissor broom or static mop 
should be used to remove any grit from the timber sports floor and a general 
tack mop or treatment with an automatic scrubbing machine should take 
place prior to Shoreline’s arrival on the day of the maintenance. A clean 
sports floor surface is essential.

Shoreline Sports Floors provides the above pre-maintenance recommendations to all 
clients in the interest of obtaining the optimum outcome for your facilities timber sports floor 
asset. A positive client experience prior to, during and post maintenance works is very 
important to us, please call our office on (02) 4340 0770 with any queries.


